
OpenQM at a Glance

OpenQM began in 1993 as an embedded 
database from Ladybridge Systems. It was 
released in its own right in mid-2001 on  
Windows systems and extended to Linux in 2003. 

In 2015, OpenQM announced a partnership with 
Zumasys to provide worldwide distribu-tion, to 
create a comprehensive telephone support/
maintenance program. 

Raise Your Expectations with OpenQM

QpenQM is a high-performance, self-tuning database with 
an extremely efficient footprint. At a fraction of the price of 
comparable databases, OpenQM comes bundled with AccuTerm 
and provides incredible value for software houses and end users 
alike. Auto-sizing of database files, object oriented programming, 
class and exception handling, simplified web development and 
more can be yours with a move to OpenQM.

Why OpenQM?

If you have an existing PICK MultiValue application or are 
about to start developing a new application, OpenQM may be 
the solution you have been seeking. OpenQM offers a high-
performance, modern database environment with an extremely 
efficient footprint at a price that is 75% less for both licenses and 
maintenance. 

OpenQM & Zumasys

OpenQM has long sought to revolutionize the MultiValue 
industry, taking MultiValue to new heights of performance and 
expectation. OpenQM support and maintenance is now available 
directly from Zumasys, the largest provider of PICK development 
services in the United States. With technical support engineers 
located across the United States and England, you’ll always be 
able to reach someone who knows the importance of keeping 
your MultiValue application up and running.

Our software developers, technical support engineers, infra-
structure experts, and cloud engineers will work with you to 
support, protect, and modernize your Pick application whether 
on site or in the cloud. 

5 Benefits

• Improve performance 
Enjoy 2X performance increase on your 
application with OpenQM

• Scalability 
OpenQM scales from single user systems to 
those running hundreds of users

• Ease of migration 
Migration from your existing system 
is painless since OpenQM has close 
compatibility with other major MultiValue 
products

• Reduce costs 
At only $116/user (plus maintenance), 
OpenQM is the most affordable Pick 
database on the market

• Rely on Zumasys support 
Access technical support from the largest 
team of Pick MultiValue developers and 
engineers

Finally a database that evolves as fast as your application 
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For more information on OpenQM, please visit www.openqm-zumasys.com 

The premier supplier of full-featured, business management software specically 
designed for suppliers to the commercial vehicle industry moves to OpenQM

Migration Summary
• DSI migrated 70% of their 6,000+ users to OpenQM on Linux
• The migration took less than 24 months and showed an ROI 

in 1 year
• DSI Blaze application runs 2X faster on the same hardware
• Previously, generating reports took over an hour; now they 

run in less than 10 minutes.
• Largest DSI system on OpenQM is running 330 users across 

22 locations

By Vic Watson, President of DSI Solutions

Who is DSI and what do you do?

DSI is a software supplier to the commercial vehicle industry. 
Our customers are primarily retailers and repair companies 
for trucks, trailers, tractors, and other heavy equipment. 
Customers use our DSI business management software to 
manage nearly every aspect of their operations, including 
accounting, parts and inventory management, point of sale, 
and repair order management, as well as leasing and rentals. 

What were some of the challenges with your previous 
MultiValue system?

Our DSI software had been running on Pick for years. Our 
main problem was that Pick wasn’t able to keep up with the 
needs of our customers. Prices were rising but we weren’t 
seeing a lot of product development. Customers often had 
issues with the old license manager and the general stability 
of the product. Multi-day outages were common, and our 
customers were fed up with having to pay high annual 
maintenance fees on unreliable systems. It was a frustrating 
situation with no real end in sight.

What attracted you to OpenQM and Zumasys?

Our history with Zumasys goes way back—my business 
partner and Paul Giobbi have known each other for years. 
We’re also long-time AccuTerm users, and have been Zumasys 
customers since AccuTerm was acquired by Zumasys a few 
years ago. 

We started to think about moving to OpenQM, but we didn’t 
quite have the bandwidth to take on the task by ourselves. 
We wanted to be confident that we could provide a smooth 
transition for our 6,000+ users. When Zumasys became an 
OpenQM distributor, we knew we had a partner we could 
trust to deliver a stable, supported solution. They provide a 
lot of resources that we wouldn’t have if we implemented 
OpenQM on our own. And Zumasys is continuing to invest 
in OpenQM, so we are seeing regular improvements that we 
can use to build a better product for our customers.

The cost savings and performance improvements of OpenQM 
enable us to be much more competitive with companies 
using less-expensive databases. With OpenQM, it costs 
50% less to add users, so our customers can scale more 
affordably. When we buy licenses, we don’t have to pass 
that cost on to our customers since it’s part of the regular 
maintenance fee. 

What was the migration to OpenQM like?

Transitioning IT systems is like changing your foundation. You’ve 
got to lift the entire house up, pour new concrete, and put it 
back down. If the bolts aren’t all in the right place, you’re going 
to have problems. We had regular meetings with the Zumasys 
Project Management Team and our programmers to make sure 
all those bolts were lined up. 

Zumasys really did everything possible to make sure our concerns 
were addressed so that the transition was seamless to our users. 
We were all on the same team, doing the same work to accomplish 
the same goal. Even though it seemed like a monumental task, it 
really wasn’t that big of a deal on the technical side.

What are some of the benefits of OpenQM to your 
business and your customers?

Everything we were hoping for with OpenQM has come to pass. 
We’ve been able to deliver all the benefits of the cloud in a cost-
effective way for our customers. The quality of the product from 
Zumasys is phenomenally stable. It’s practically bulletproof. 
And we didn’t have to wait for our investment to start paying 
off—we started seeing ROI within 12 months of implementing 
the product. The best part is, our customers get a faster, more 
stable product, and it didn’t cost them a penny more. That 
makes them happy.

Zumasys has been a great partner for us. We were really 
impressed with Zumasys’ website and marketing, and they 
offered to help us improve in those areas. They relaunched our 
website and helped us create some fantastic branded content. 
We’ve sold new systems just because of our new website, and 
we’re getting regular contacts through the website all the time. 
I’ve even had compliments from my competition. I appreciate 
that Zumasys is so focused on our success. 


